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EDWIN R."TED" RIGGS

Yes, I've seen Desert Tortoise eat cow pies. I've never seen
them eat dry cow pies, but I've seen them eat a lot of fresh ones.
They eat them for the moisture and their food value too.
Being a trapper, it was always my practice to stop every quarter
mile or so and walk up a draw or wash to check for tracks and sign,
so I had occasion to see those kinds of things.
Desert tortoise not only eat cow pies on dry years but they
eat cow pies on good years too. The'two best feed years I remember
were 1949 and 1958. Of the tWO;-~~9 was the best. That year the
grass and Filigree were clear up above your knees everywhere, on
the ridges and in the draws.
Indian Wheat was the most abundant plant .found on the ridges,
but, in the draws and washes it was Filigree. I remember stopping
my pickup in a draw where the feed was so thick I couldn't get the
pickup going again without first backing up to get a run at it.
The feed was just like an alfalfa fi-eld.
Except for the
trails they made, you couldn't even tell where the sheep had been.
I had one herder told me that he hadn't had to take his sheep to
water for three weeks (there being sufficient moisture in the
vegetation to meet the needs of the animalsi.
When I first went to work as a trapper there on the Arizona
Strip in 1945, there were 32 different outfits that wintered their
sheep on the strip. I covered all the country from Lake Powell to
Lake Mead, and from Kanab, Utah to the Southern tip of the Kaibab,
a country 150 miles long and 85 miles wide.
It's a rough and isolated country I wi th very few people.
There were periods when I'd never see another person for six or
eight days at a time.
Altogether I worked there for just two
mouths less then 32 years.
I really enjoyed it, I liked the
country and I liked the people.
.
I was always welcome wherever I went.
I could pull into any
ranch or cow camp anytime and stay as long as necessary.
I'd trap the high country, the Kaibab, Mt. Trumbull, and the
Virgin Maintains in the summer, then work my way down so r would
have the low country to trap dur ing the winter.
We never put
poison out in the same areas every year. We only used poison when
the coyotes got ahead of our trapping.
It's unfair the way the government is putting people off the
range these days.
They say that the cattle and sheep have
overgrazed and hurt the feed in this country, but if that were
true, then why is it that the feed does so well on wet years?
It's a serious thing when government policy destroys people's
livelihoods, particularly when such policy may not be backed by
solid evidence.
Just because it's the government that is making
the decisions, doesn't mean that it's right, or that things will
improve.
In fact, in most instances government decisions make
th ings worse.
Take predator control as an example.
Since ,the
government began to discourage trapping and began systematically
cutting back on predator control, we have lost nearly all of our
deer, and we're losing our Mountain Sheep too.

Up here on the Virgin Mountain, where I used to see twelve or
fourteen Moun ta i n Sheep i n a bunch, now you can hardly find a
track.
The last year I trapped, (the winter of 1988 and 89), the
lions were so thick and so hungry they were eating nearly
everything I caught. They even ate two of their own kind right out
of my traps.
Nature is not "all' wonderful" like so many would like to
believe. Nature is cruel.
In the wild, if animals are not taken
by hunters or trappers they either die of starvation or are killed
by predators.
In either case suffering is nearly always extreme.
On TV they often show lions or' wolves attacking prey animals,
but they never show the whole-k: 1 1.
I f they would show how long
it actually takes for the animal to die while it's hind quarters
and guts are being eaten: and how the animal suffers as it's eaten
alive then possibly people wouldundec~tand better how cruel Nature
really is.
Old deer, when their teeth get bad will get to be a rack of
bones before they die.
They often go through months of misery.
I used to shoot them and put them out of their misery when I found
them starving that way.
When I went to get my bobcats tagged in Kingman, (Arizona) in
the spring of 1989, I told Clark Fuller, one of the wardens there,
about my experience with the lions and how they'd gotten nearly all
the deer and were now working on the mountain sheep.
That's when he told me that they were aware of the problem,
that they had made three sheep plants there on the Virgin
Mountains, some by helicopter.
He went on to say, they had put
radio collars on fourteen of the sheep, and that since the plant,
all fourteen had been killed by lions.
So, the people that are responsible for our game and so forth
know what's going on, but they're not speaking out.
For some
reason that I don't understand, decisions are being made for
political purposes, and not for the benefit of wildlife or for the
good of the country.
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